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WE BUILD 
RELATIONSHIPS 

FOR LIFE

Since 1996 Cucina & Cucina holds the leading position in 
Cyprus in the import of stylish and contemporary kitchens, 
wardrobes, doors and accessories. Boasting collaborations 
with some of the biggest and most renowned kitchen and 
wardrobe manufactures in Italy, we offer you a wide range of 
materials, models, designs and colours, as well as the most 
competitive prices in the market.

Thanks to our highly-trained and experienced personnel, we 
provide you with the best interior design advice using the 
latest technology to provide you with the solution and design 
quality that matches your personal taste, just as much as your 
requirements and lifestyle.

And because at Cucina & Cucina we want our customers 
to feel fully satisfied, not only during purchase but also 
after-sale, our specialised After Sales Team is available
to give you a hand whenever you require assistance.

When we talk about ergonomic design, guaranteed quality, 
Italian elegance and impeccable functionality, we build lifetime 
relationships. 

Visit us at our showrooms in Nicosia, Limassol and Larnaca, 
and we will assist you all the way for creating the home of 
your dreams. Because for us, at Cucina & Cucina, we are 
here to build relationships for life!
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KITCHENS





Principia | Kitchens - 13

PRINCIPIA
Designed by Antonio Citterio, Principia kitchen starts with the basic principles of the kitchen, reworked. 
Grained wood in a “rough” finish with stainless steel in the innovative colours generated with the PVD 
(Physical Vapour Deposition) technological process. Natural materials, innovative production 
technologies and artisan details all at one kitchen. 

12 - 



14 - Italia | Kitchens - 15

ITALIA
The professional kitchen, perfect for home chefs who want to experience restaurant-style 
performance within their own four walls. Steel is the main player: tensile, hygienic and 
indestructible.



16 - 

ITALIA
The Italia door with recessed handle is an exclusive Arclinea patent.

Italia | Kitchens - 17



18 - 

CONVIVIUM
The open space of Convivium kitchen becomes a place where everyday actions, such as cooking, 
are turned into rituals and emotions. It simply furnishes the walls of a room that becomes warm, 
welcoming and functional.

Convivium | Kitchens - 19



20 - Lignum et Lapis | Kitchens - 21

LIGNUM ET LAPIS
The main components of Lignum 
et Lapis are stone and wood: 
true physical industrial sculptures,
used exclusively for design and 
project creativity. 



GAMMA
Gamma is the kitchen dedicated to a new way of living, for those that seek accessible personal luxury that provides simple, flexible, 
clear answers to real design needs with a huge selection of finishes and almost unlimited potential combinations. 

22 - Gamma | Kitchens - 23



ARTUSI
Designed by Antonio Citterio, 
Artusi is the professional kitchen 
specifically made for home use. 
With is powerful yet extremely 
flexible design, it offers complete 
freedom for personalised home 
kitchen layout.

24 - Artusi | Kitchens - 25



26 - Spatia | Kitchens - 27

SPATIA
With Spatia, the kitchen is the centre of your home. A design that 
takes on board the evolving needs of the kitchen zone and at the 
same time increases space in smaller apartments, by enabling all 
functions to be hidden when not needed.





LAB 13 | Kitchens - 31

LAB13
A kitchen laboratory, that thanks to its new furnitures modularity, allows an increase capacity of 20% 
containment, combining design with beauty, quality with convenience.

30 - 



LAB 13 | Kitchens - 3332 - 

LAB13
LAB13 offers ergonomics without compromises, thanks to the availability to adapt 
the height of worktop for the kitchen user and smart space solutions.



34 - Faro | Kitchens - 35

FARO
Faro is loved for its simplicity and sophisticated rigour, able to rise above short-lived 
fashion trends.



36 - Quadro | Kitchens - 37

QUADRO
It’s the mixture of ideas, colours and geometric shapes which make Quadro unique.



38 - Bijou | Kitchens - 39

BIJOU
When design meets the most advanced technology, the outcome is impeccable aesthetics combined with high-tech 
quality materials such as the resistant to heat, scratches and bumps thin porcelain sheet.



40 - Cover | Kitchens - 41

COVER
The kitchen with infinite solutions. Print new graphics and change look 
to your kitchen whenever you want!



42 - 

VOLARE
Elegant kitchen design, practicality, 
usefulness and sinuosity of the 
shapes make Volare extremely 
versatile and iconic.

Volare | Kitchens - 43



44 - Imperial  | Kitchens - 45

IMPERIAL
A hand-carved treasure, pure elegance.



46 - Imperial  | Kitchens - 47

IMPERIAL
Imperial is a combination of tradition, passion and design melted 
with artisan elements.



48 - Magistra | Kitchens - 49

MAGISTRA
A modern and metropolitan touch; combinations 
that recall past eras, with a contemporary touch. 





52 - Zetasei | Kitchens - 53

ZETASEI
Technical innovation is at the centre of a project that 
promotes the combination between function and beauty.



54 - Zetasei | Kitchens - 55

ZETASEI
Zetasei is enhanced by furnishing accessories and fine 
finishes that connect the kitchen and the living room areas. 



TIME
Young, colourful, expressive, Time is the solution for those looking for a personal style.

56 - Time | Kitchens - 57



Glass | Kitchens - 5958 - 

GLASS
Matt, glossy or textured: the undisputed protagonist of a kitchen Glass is the glass, 
with all its marvellous properties.



KALI
Contemporary design combined with modern elements 
for an elegant and unrivaled effect.

60 - Kali | Kitchens - 61



Wega | Kitchens - 6362 - 

WEGA
Play, explore, have fun: Wega is pure modularity. Essential aesthetics and plain colours 
are combined in an alternation of matter and colours.



Frame | Kitchens - 6564 - 

FRAME
Contemporary soul and vintage inspiration: a kitchen in line with the industrial-chic trend, 
for those who love natural colours and opaque shades.



PLANA
Plana opts for soft lines, emphasizing the 
invitation to enjoy your kitchen, allowing you to 
appreciate the "planarity" of the light reflections.

Plana | Kitchens - 6766 - 



ARIA 
A style that is impossible to imitate 
because of unique details and striking 
contemporary appeal.

Aria | Kitchens - 6968 - 



Asia | Kitchens - 7170 - 

ASIA
Having a contemporary and industrial design, Asia combines wood and metal, 
for a "rough" effect of great authenticity.



Frida | Kitchens - 7372 - 

FRIDA
Framed doors with integrated grid handle, refined finishes 
and unparalleled versatility: that's why Frida is unique.



74 - 

FRIDA CLASSIC 
Frida is a highly versatile collection 
with an innovative spirit.

Frida Classic | Kitchens - 75



76 - Gioiosa | Kitchens - 77

GIOIOSA         
The traditional kitchen made of ash wood or lacquered wood 
that intertwines practicality and style.



78 - Verona | Kitchens - 79

VERONA
The city of love inspires the name of this collection, designed to exalt the family 
bond in the warmth of the home fireplace.



WARDROBE
SYSTEMS





London | Wardrobes - 8584 -

LONDON by CR&S MisuraEmme

London Door with sophisticated details creates a dynamic and refined environment, 
current while at the same time traditional. 



Thick | Wardrobes - 8786 -

THICK by CR&S MisuraEmme

Discover a deep syntony with the environment, combining a taste for design 
with an elegance centred on the care for the details. Like the wardrobe 
handles, which disappear discreetly in the thickness of the door. 



88 - Narcisse | Wardrobes - 89

NARCISSE by CR&S MisuraEmme

I-Box wardrobe system with Narcisse door in clear glass and satined aluminium frame. 



90 - Millimetrica | Walk-in-Closets - 91

MILLIMETRICA 
by Ennio Arosio



Millimetrica | Walk-in-Closets - 93

MILLIMETRICA by Ennio Arosio

All the charm of a space entirely dedicated to the wardrobe: geometries 
that fit in every architectural space, modularities that can be perfectly 
customized. 

92 -



Palo Alto | Walk-in-Closets - 9594 -

PALO ALTO by CR&S MisuraEmme



Palo Alto | Walk-in-Closets - 9796 -

MILLIMETRICA by Ennio Arosio

PALO ALTO                
by CR&S MisuraEmme

Sleek, clean-lined aesthetics 
and functionality: these are 
the key words for defining 
Palo Alto, for enabling a 
complete and “transparent” 
view of the things we love. 



Crossing | Bookcase - 9998 -

CROSSING by Mauro Lipparini

A real innovation refreshes the concept of bookcases. The panels of which it consists, with less 
weight, allow the bookcase to be hanging giving a very new sense of “visible lightness”.





Cornice | Wardrobes - 103102 -

CORNICE by R&S Pianca 

Able to complete the bedroom  
and furnish it in accordance with 
the contemporary lifestyle.



Crea | Wardrobes - 105104 -

CREA by R&S Pianca  

A new concept of beauty, as unique as 
an artist, Pianca Crea.



VITRUM by R&S Pianca 

Shiny as the morning sun, the Vitrum wardrobe makes the dream of choosing 
the right dress at first sight come true. 

Vitrum | Wardrobes - 107106 -



Manhattan | Wardrobes - 109108 -

MANHATTAN by R&S Pianca 

Manhattan, the linear, modern and elegant wardrobe door stems 
from a simple concept, inspired by minimalism and by love of 
functionality expressed in an effective and straightforward way.



110 - Vista | Walk-in-Closets - 111

VISTA by R&S Pianca 

The major features of the sliding door 
Vista are the total lack of frames or the 
very thin perimetral profile and it’s 
modularity to the centimeter, in order 
to separate or join spaces.





Crystal | Wardrobes - 115114 -

CRYSTAL by Novamobili Studio

The interplay of large reflecting surfaces translates into formal elegance.



CLASS by Novamobili Studio

The sliding door, a sophisticated yet at the same time 
functional solution for fitting the wardrobe with large moving 
surfaces, optimising the space available.The grip formed in 
the insert in solid wood is a detail of genuine artisan quality, 
with an extra touch of natural warmth.

Class | Wardrobes - 117116 -



Picture | Wardrobes - 119118 -

PICTURE by Novamobili Studio

A balanced design characterizes the mass of the Picture flush-closing sliding door wardrobe - 
available in textured, eco-wood, super-matt and matt lacquered finishes - where the 
contrasting profile handle, in a matt lacquered finish, is an integral part of the actual door.



PLISSÉ 
by Novamobily Studio 

The Plissé sliding door wardrobe 
features a distinctive 3D play 
of lightand shadow.

Plissé | Wardrobes - 121120 -



Liberty | Wardrobes - 123122 -

LIBERTY by Novamobili Studio

The generous mass of the Liberty hinged door wardrobe - in a matt lacquered finish - is punctuated 
by the distinctive slanted cut of the handle carved into the door. 



Perry | Wardrobes - 125124 -

PERRY by Novamobili Studio

Reveal or conceal, store away or display, the Perry hinged door wardrobe is made from toughened 
glass – smoked or stop-sol – with a bronze-finish frame and built-in handle. The wardrobe can be 
recessed or set against a wall.



BREAK by Novamobili Studio

Capacious, functional and modular, the Break walk-in closet 
can be fitted with a whole host of accessories.

Break | Walk-in-Closets - 127126 -



PONTILE by Philippe Nigro 

Pontile is a new modular shelving system designed by Philippe Nigro that is flexible in its configuration. 
It can adapt to suit the space requirements of a whole host of different situations, becoming a solution capable 
of offering alternative storage options in various rooms of the home, such as the study, kitchen, bedroom, etc.

Pontile | Bookcase - 129128 -





Meeting Demands | Wardrobes - 133132 -

MEETING 
DEMANDS
Hinged/folding door 
wardrobe, standing out for 
the versatile modular design 
of its component parts.



Creating Passages | Wardrobes - 135134 -

CREATING 
PASSAGES
Open and closed 
elements give the 
bedroom its distinctive 
character, with furniture 
taking on the role of 
architectural structures 
capable of partitioning 
and defining the 
functions of the room.



Mirror | Wardrobes - 137136 -

MIRROR 
The sliding door wardrobe 
is a functional solution capable 
of optimizing the available space. 



Passions | Wardrobes - 139138 

PASSIONS
A garage fitted out with a rational storage 
solution to accommodate almost anything. 



Rio |Walk-in-Closets - 141140 -

RIO
With the wardrobe's semitransparent quality, the key feature of the 
bedroom is lightness, which sets complementary open units off 
against each other, for storing, displaying and organizing.



RIO
Designed to organize your wardrobe to best effect, 
the Rio walk-in-closet is the ideal solution for tidying with casual ease.

142 - Rio |Walk-in-Closets - 143





Line | Wardrobes - 147146 -

LINE
Based on modernity, between structural originality and 
delicate night atmospheres, for strong personalities. 



Logico | Wardrobes - 149148 -

LOGICO
Linear compositions with flexibility to suit all your needs. 



POINT
Each Imab proposition has details, that combine aesthetic choices with technical production.

Point | Wardrobes - 151150 -



Anta Liscia | Wardrobes - 153152 -

ANTA LISCIA
Sliding solutions, able to satisfy 
every taste and need. 



INTERIOR &
EXTERIOR DOORS





Pavilion Libro & Pavilion Light | Interior Doors - 159158 -

PAVILION LIGHT
Designed by Antonio Citterio

PAVILION LIBRO
Designed by Antonio Citterio



Pavilion  Minimal | Interior Doors - 161160 -

PAVILION MINIMAL
Designed by Antonio Citterio



Tablo | Interior Doors - 163162 -

TABLO
Designed by TRE-Più Lab



Idea2

Designed by Daniel Libeskind

Idea2 | Interior Doors - 165164 -



Contiunnum & Pavilion-Planus | Interior Doors - 167166 -

PAVILION + 
PLANUS
Designed by Antonio Citterio

CONTINUUM
Designed by Antonio Citterio



RADAR 
WOOD SCULTURA
Designed by Tre-P | Lab

RADAR 
SCULTURA

Designed by Tre-P | Lab

RADAR 
WOOD SCULTURA
Designed by Tre-P | Lab

Radar Wood Scultura & Radar Scultura | Interior Doors - 169168 -



PLANAR
Designed by Tre-P | Lab

PLANAR
Designed by Tre-P | Lab

Planar | Interior Doors - 171170 -



Easy Scultura & Easy | Interior Doors - 173172 -

EASY
Designed by Tre-P | Lab

EASY SCULTURA
Designed by Tre-P | Lab



Planus Sette & Planus Cinque | Interior Doors - 175174 -

PLANUS SETTE
Designed by Antonio Citterio

PLANUS CINQUE
Designed by Antonio Citterio





Shiny | Interior Doors - 179178 -

SHINY



Secret | Interior Doors - 181180 -

SECRET



FILA

Fila | Interior Doors - 183182 -



Doge & Palladio Wall Panelling System | Interior Doors - 185184 -

DOGE

PALLADIO



SINKS &
KITCHEN TABS



SINKS & KITCHEN TABS
Sinks and kitchen tabs have the greatest use in the kitchen, so you have to give 
special attention to their quality and manufacture. At Cucina & Cucina we offer 
you the opportunity to choose sinks and tabs from a wide variety, which are not 
only modern in design, but also practical with the highest quality and durability, 
for your utmost satisfaction.

Sinks | Kitchen tabs - 189188 -



ELECTRICAL 
APPLIANCES



192 

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
At Cucina & Cucina you can find a complete range of high quality electrical 
appliances from leading manufacturers, in a ‘one stop shop’ for your 
convenience and ease.
In addition, our experienced personnel of electrical appliances department is 
always at your disposal to advise and assist you before and after the sale. 
So, the only thing you have to worry about is to choose your kitchen.

SUB- ZERO | WOLF | FISHER & PAYKEL | MIELE | NEFF | AEG | SIEMENS | 
BOSCH | ROSIERES | CANDY | HOOVER | LG | FIMM

 Electrical Appliances - 193
     



ERGO HOME GROUP PROFILE

At Ergo Home Group Ltd, we are considering our services 
as important as our way of Living. Since our establishment, 
in 1996, we esteem our customers as our business 
partners, offering them tailored-made solutions to meet 
their every need, taste and budget. Thus, we have made 
Ergo Home Group synonymous to superior quality and 
design, aesthetics and innovation. 

Our companies, Cucina & Cucina, Studio Arclinea, 
Living, Living Plus, Living Contract, Chateau d’Ax 
and Ergo Energy, are representing world-renowned 
brands of high calibre, Italian kitchen furniture, wardrobes 
and doors, home as well as contract accessories and 
furniture. With showrooms in Nicosia, Larnaca and 
Limassol and more than 100 experienced professionals 
in our team, we are ready to undertake any commitment 
and support you in every step of the way with our
 experienced interior design and sales team. 
 
Since 2010, The Group, apart from Cyprus, has been 
active also in the Middle East, with offices in Saudi Arabia, 
Qatar, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates. It has carried 
out large-scale residential projects and hotels such as 
Limassol Marina, Al Bustan Village & Hotel in Riyadh, 
Starwood Leading Hotels in Jordan, Intercontinental Hotel 
and Pearl Island in Doha.

While Ergo Home Group’s valuable partnership with leading 
brands has given us a key competitive advantage, our 
unparalleled price/quality ratio, our superior service, both 
before and after sales, our experienced and devoted team 
have elevated our Group into the choice of preference by 
thousands of clients in Cyprus and abroad. 



CONTACT  DETAILS
C U C I N A  &  C U C I N A

CUCINA & CUCINA NICOSIA

46 Tempon Street, 2408 Engomi, Nicosia

CUCINA & CUCINA LIMASSOL

6 Maximou Michaelide Street, Maximos Plaza, 3035 Limassol

CUCINA & CUCINA LARNACA

42-44 Arch. Makarios III Avenue, 6305 Larnaca

Call Centre: 77771511

Customer Service: 77771611 

cucina@ergohomegroup.com

www.cucina.com.cy

   @CucinaCucinaCy

 cucina_cyprus

E R G O  H O M E  G R O U P

41-49 Agiou Nicolaou Street

Nimeli Court Block B, 2nd Floor

2408 Engomi, Nicosia, Cyprus

77771411

+357 22 505 480

info@ergohomegroup.com

www.ergohomegroup.com
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